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Now is a good time to find out what your children are
being taught

In a recent article in National Review titled Rather Than Reopen, It’s Time to
Rethink Government Education the authors refer to thirty years of study by the
Nehemiah Institute showing that Christian children who attend public schools
tend to lose their Christian worldview at a far greater rate than children in
other education settings. The 2015 survey found that 90 percent of public
schooled Christian teens who attended church had abandoned their Christian
worldview to embrace a secularist worldview.
The authors attribute much of this change to public school sex ed curricula,
much of which is written by The Human Rights Campaign, “the global leader in
pushing transgender ideology,” as well as Planned Parenthood and SIECUS
(Sexuality Information and Education Council of the U.S.), just rebranded its
motto as “Sex Ed for Social Change.” Sex Ed is an “opportunity to shift the
culture” on “LGBTQ equality” and a “vehicle” for creating a “generation of
young people who affirm each other’s identities.”
Another news article in the Washington Examiner, referred to a report by the
Daily Wire, about a Philadelphia public school English teacher who took to
Twitter to inform his followers of his concerns about remote learning. He was
worried about parents overhearing his lessons on gender/sexuality. The article
states that he said “parents” are his chief concern when teachers are engaging
“in the messy work of destabilizing a kid’s racism or homophobia or
transphobia.” The teacher tweeted, “How much have students depended on
the (somewhat) secure barriers of our physical classrooms to encourage
vulnerability? How many of us have installed some version of ‘what happens
here stays here’ to help this?” This from an English teacher.

Clearly, there is a movement in schools that should be of concern to Christian
parents. Now that those barriers are down, parents have the opportunity to
hear just what’s being taught in the classroom.
Teachers at First Lutheran Classical School have no fear of parents knowing
what their children are being taught, rather they encourage knowing. It is the
attitude of our teachers to come along side of parents in the education of their
children and not replace them. The curriculum at FLCS is designed to bolster a
Christian worldview and not undermine it.

